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Abstract
Image re-ranking, as an effective way to improve the results of web-based image search, has been adopted by current commercial
search engines. Given a query keyword, a pool of images are first retrieved by the search engine based on textual information. By
asking the user to select a query image from the pool, the remaining images are re-ranked based on their visual similarities with
the query image. A major challenge is that the similarities of visual features do not well correlate with images’ semantic meanings
which interpret users’ search intention. On the other hand, learning a universal visual semantic space to characterize highly diverse
images from the web is difficult and inefficient.
In this paper, we propose a novel image re-ranking framework, which automatically offline learns different visual semantic spaces for
different query keywords through keyword expansions. The visual features of images are projected into their related visual semantic
spaces to get semantic signatures. At the online stage, images are re-ranked by comparing their semantic signatures obtained from
the visual semantic space specified by the query keyword. The new approach significantly improves both the accuracy and efficiency
of image re-ranking. The original visual features of thousands of dimensions can be projected to the semantic signatures as short
as 25 dimensions. Experimental results show that 20%  35% relative improvement has been achieved on re-ranking precisions
compared with the state-of- the-art methods.
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framework this is done through keyword expansion. Introduce a
large scale benchmark database1 with manually labelled ground
truth for the performance evaluation of images re-ranking.

I. Introduction
The primary objective of this paper is to provide accurate search
result based on keyword expansion as well as comparing the
semantic signature of images to provide re-ranked images for
the users .The application will feature a search box for typing
queries as well as have an option to browse and open the image
which the user requires to search for in the web. There are two
stages of image Re-Ranking such as : 1.Offline stage 2. online
stage. Semantic signatures of any uploaded image queried by the
user is calculated and stored in database at the offline stage. Most
of the work is competed at the offline stage. A novel framework
is proposed for web image re-ranking. Instead of developing a al
the concept, dictionary it learns different visual semantic spaces
for different query keywords individual and automatically.
For example, if the query keyword is “apple”, the semantic concept
of “mountains” and “pairs” are unlikely to be relevant and can
be ignored. Instead, the semantic concepts of” computers” and
„fruit” will be used to learn the visual semantic space related to
“apple”. They removed other potentially unlimited number of
non-relevant concepts, which serve only as noise and depreciate
the performance of re-ranking in terms of both precision and
computational cost. The visual features of images are then find into
their related visual semantic spaces to get semantic signatures.
At the online stage, images are re-ranked by comparing their
semantic signatures obtained from the visual semantic space of
the query keyword. Therefore the semantic signatures are very
short and online image re-ranking becomes extremely efficient
because of the large number of keywords and the vibrant variations
of the web, the visual semantic spaces of query keywords need to
be automatically learned. Instead of physically defined, under our
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Fig. 1: The conventional image re-ranking
II. Literature Survey
TheKirtiYadav,SudhirSinghDipatiBartakke,ArchanaGulati,Sayali
Baxi, S.V.Dabhade introduces the remarking images using various
files such as video, Midifile, speech wave files etc. specific query
semantic spaces are used to acquire more improvised re-ranking
of image also we studied not only the off-line image search but
also the novel internet image search approach which requires one
click user feedback intent specific weight schema is proposed to
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compute visual similarity.

Algorithm
1) upload image(j)
2) [img] fetch array( i, s, p, c)
3) check images in uploaded files
4) if j=0 then
5) Assign img_id[]
6) allow upload and increment i
7) end if
8) while j>= i do
9) compare [img]
10) If new_img_id[]=img_id[] then
11) Does not allow upload
12) else
13) allow upload
14) assign img_id[]
15) increment is
16) end if
17) end while
18) end
This algorithm is for image check which is used to eliminate the
redundancy of an image, the working principal is when the user
uploads an image, the image data like the colour values of the
every pixel and image behaviour are pre-processed and stored
in a data grid, then uploaded images and datasets are stored in a
database. If any of the dataset matches with new image dataset,
then the image is not allowed to store in the database.
In this algorithm, „i‟ represent an image [image] represents the
dataset. In first step when the user upload an image it obtain
the image colour value of every single pixel and behavior and
stored in [img].In second step, if there is no image is present in
the database then the default „i‟ value is Zero. Then image is
uploaded and assigned its image id[2].ext time a new image is
uploaded it compare the new image dataset with existing dataset
by using image id[2]. If both images are not same then the image
is allowed to store in database, else it will not allow to upload and
shows an alert message.
Derived algorithm which is best for image search for the web
image re-ranking both text and image will be provided the best
image search result as well tested the idea of the re-ranking on
the three text queries to a large scale web image search engine
and it will be reasonable or need the image are re-ranked using
keyword expansion to provide better efficiency and effectiveness
by using precise output so we construct all this technique in web.
Re-Ranking process will be applicable if media files are associated
with web pages such as video, music files, media files speech
wave files etc

III. Existing Approaches
A. Old Image Re-ranking Framework
Major web image engines have adopted the strategy. A query
keyword input by a user a pool of images relevant to the query
keyword are retrieved by the search engine according to a stored
word-image index file by the user to select a query image which
observes the user's search objective, from the set, the remaining
images in the set are re-ranked based on the their visual features are
not selected and similarity scores of images are stored whenever
a new image is added into the collection and we have to compute
its similarities with existing images, then the visual features need
be computed again.
B. Text Based Image Search
Many large internet scale image search methods are text-based
and are limited by the fact that query keyword cannot describe
image content accurately. In paper an approach named ReSPEC
(Re-ranking Sets of pictures by Exploiting consistency), that is
hybrid of the two method list is shown that visual consistencies in
the output images can be find out and then used to rank the images
according to their closeness to the visual object category. CBIR
(content-Based image retrieval) uses visual features to evaluate
image similarity. Many visual features were developed for image
search in recent years. Some were global image features, such as
GIST and HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient)
Kevin proposed GIST which exploit visual context, by which we
mean a low-dimensional representation of the whole image. Some
local image features such as SIFT David proposed a method for
extracting distinctive invariant features form.

V. Future Scope
Although we applied the idea of re-ranking on web image search
engine in this paper, there are no constraints that re-ranking process
cannot be applied to other web media search. Re-ranking process
may provide additional information to judge the relevance of
the media file. Finally, in order to further improve the quality of
re-ranked images, they should be re-ranked not only by content
similarity but also by visual quality of images.

Fig. 2: The conventional image re-ranking framework
IV. Proposed Methodology
After the user log in, first user log displays the information about
the user details, search rank, display the images according to rank
of that image .Rank of images are decided on the basis of color
of image, behaviour of image and type of image.
In this system classification of images can be displayed by means
of semantic signature. In this paper, we proposed the novel
framework instead of constructing a universal concept dictionary
for web image re-ranking. For different visual semantic spaces as
individually and automatically.
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VI. Conclusion
We implemented Web based image search engine with the help
of image re-ranking. In this search engine with the help of image
re-ranking. In this search engine images are retrieved by query
keyword i.e with the help of textual information. We have also
29
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studied the conventional web- based image search methods and
noted their short comings. Our search engine significantly improves
both accuracy and effectiveness of the re-ranking process. The
visual features of images are distributed into their related semantic
spaces automatically leamed through expansion of keyword at
offline part. When user gives query, we re-rank images returned
from a web image search engine and use top-rank images to find
similar images in the database.
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